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Abstract 

This study utilized a VR eye-tracker to analyze visual attention as well as compare the differences in internal 

behavioral cognition during program debugging assignments. In this study, 40 students were recruited as 

participants who studied C++ programming language courses for at least one year in the department of 

computer science. Forty participants (27 men and 13 women) were categorized into field independence (FI) 

and field dependence (FD) groups based on their Group Embedded-Figures Test (GEFT) scores. Based on 

defined the regions of interest (ROIs),  this study used eye movement indicators to discuss the difference in 

visual attention between various ROIs during the program debugging task. The results indicated that different 

participants’ cognitive styles led to different gaze sequences of viewing ROIs; no significant difference was 

identified in students’ visual fixation on viewing the ROIs of programs between the FI and FD groups based 

on the latency of first fixation (LFF); a partly significant difference was identified in students’ visual fixation 

on viewing the ROIs of programs between the FI and FD groups based on the duration of first fixation (DFF); 

in the FI group, students showed longer fixation durations and fixation counts than their FD counterparts on 

viewing the ROIs of programs; different gender have different gaze sequences of viewing ROIs; a partly 

significant difference was identified in students’ visual fixation on viewing the ROIs of programs by gender 

based on the LFF and DFF; man students showed longer fixation durations than women students in viewing 

the ROIs of programs based on the total fixation duration (TFD); and based on fixation counts (FC), there were 

inconsistent comparison results in FC by gender in viewing the ROIs of programs.  
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1. Introduction 

According to [1], virtual reality (VR) has rapidly opened a new condition wherein a user experiences 

and interacts with a computer-mediated virtual environment. The application of VR has been 

experimented on in a myriad of fields, and education is no exception. When it comes to teaching and 
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learning, VR technology is able to create an environment that presents instant, dynamic, and interactive 

scenes. In other words, VR can simulate scenes that cannot be operated or observed in real life; thus 

bridging the differences in user perception and enabling users to interact with virtual contexts and acquire 

more specific learning experiences to enhance learning interest and effectiveness by adopting appropriate 

software and hardware interfaces. For example, Liaw et al. [2] used VR to build an active virtual 

ergonomics learning system that allows learners to observe 3D virtual human organs to understand their 

functions, ways of operation, structures, and locations. 

In recent years, “individual difference” has been a topic of great importance in the field of educational 

psychology. Influenced by cognitive psychology, the study of cognitive styles has been valued by 

researchers, who regard style as a characteristic of personal behavior and, at the same time, an 

individual’s style of coping that others can perceive. Gagne et al. [3] believed that one of the abilities 

related to students’ problem-solving skills is “cognitive strategies.” Cheng [4] also stated that, in 

problematic situations, individuals often engage in non-logical reasoning to solve problems based on their 

cultural background, similar past experience, and unique mode of thinking. Because each individual’s 

behavior style is different, it can be inferred that different learners’ adaptability or problem-solving ability 

is often considerably diverse; thus prompting many researchers to explore the reasons for such 

differences. Among various factors, cognitive style seems to be one of the reasons affecting individual 

learning differences. It is an individual’s unique personality, or, in other words, a habit of organizing, 

interpreting, and learning materials. It can be used to identify learners’ differences in cognitive activities. 

Different cognitive methods will cause individuals to have different reactions and solutions when they 

are facing problems. Previous studies believed that individuals’ unique cognitive styles affect users in 

the process of information seeking and reflect actual behavioral results [5, 6].  

In addition, [7] showed in a cross-cultural survey that men have higher self-efficacy with computers 

compared with women. Even with the same computer experience, men still have higher levels of 

computer self-efficacy than women [8]. In addition, Ong and Lai [9] surveyed 156 employees from 6 

engineering companies in Taiwan and found that men understand the use of digital learning systems more 

easily than women. Therefore, this study sought to explore the differences in cognitive styles involved in 

program debugging. 

Many studies have shown different results, however. For example, Francis [10] found that gender 

difference in computer anxiety and self-confidence is not significant. Galpin et al. [11] reported that 

gender difference in computer self-efficacy exhibits different results. There are obvious differences 

between men and women among college students, but no significant gender differences between boys 

and girls among children. Lin et al. [12] also added that learners of different gender have different mental 

arithmetic abilities, working memory space, and problem-solving abilities in program understanding and 

debugging. However, the authors of [12] only touched on the topics of gender differences involved in 

program debugging, and the interaction of multiple factors is not included. Therefore, this study 

attempted to bridge such gap in this field of research by further investigating the topic of program 

debugging. 

To investigate program debugging comprehensively, eye-tracking technology has been used in 

exploring the psychological process based on recorded data in recent years when humans interact with 

and process external information. It has mostly been used in research areas such as cognition, psychology, 

reading activities, and human-computer interaction [13-15]. For example, Carrillo and Falgueras [13] 

conducted a quick and simple eye-tracking experiment to know the most frequent screen regions that the 

users were looking at with styles of direct manipulation (DM) and goals-guided interaction (GGI). In this 

study, we combined an eye-tracking technology with VR head-mounted display (HMD) equipment to 

produce a self-made VR eye-tracker to present 3D scenarios of programming languages for the sake of 

analyzing visual attention on the VR system. On the one hand, such design let participants actually 

experience the virtual environment through the VR device and use the handheld controllers to interact 

with objects in the virtual environment to achieve the effect of immersive experience. On the other hand, 

the use of eye-tracking technology enabled conducting real-time discussion of the characteristics of 
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cognitive thinking and testing participants’ cognitive processes, while recording and analyzing the 

process of eye-tracking in order to explore different cognitive styles and gender differences under the VR 

sensory experience. Comparative analysis of eye movement and visual attention generated in the process 

of program debugging was presented; the present study is expected to pioneer the integration of research, 

development, and application of VR eye-trackers, laying a solid foundation for and bringing new insights 

to the development of new VR technology. Based on the purposes mentioned above, the study hoped to 

answer the following questions: 

• Are there any differences in viewing sequences for all regions of interest (ROIs) among participants 

with different cognitive styles when the program is debugged? 

• Are there any differences in viewing sequences for all ROIs among participants by gender when the 

program is debugged? 

• Are there any differences in visual attention among participants with different cognitive styles when 

the program is debugged? If so, what is the difference? 

• Are there any differences in visual attention among participants by gender when the program is 

debugged? If so, what is the difference? 

 

2. Related Works  
 

As VR eye-tracking technology is not yet mature and practical, this study will first summarize related 

work in the application of VR in education, theories related to programming learning, cognitive style and 

programming learning, and gender and programming learning as well as eye-tracking technology and 

program debugging. 

 

2.1 Application of Virtual Reality in Education  

 

A VR system allows users to be immersed in the learning environment. With the system’s simulative 

and interactive features, VR can increase the interactivity between learners and materials and provide 

learners with an immersive experience. The system also solves the issue of time constraint by enabling 

learners to practice repeatedly anytime. If VR can be added to traditional teaching activities, it can most 

likely provide learners with a more realistic, flexible, and better learning environment. Generally speaking, 

VR applications in education can be classified into two categories according to visualization and 

interaction devices [16]: non-immersive system, which is often called desktop VR and based on the 

displayed screens as it is a window for additional devices such as HMD [17]; and immersion system, 

which requires the user to wear data glove and HMD that tracks the user’s head movements and 

subsequently changes the view [18]. 

In response, [19] used VR to build an interactive, immersive online virtual human anatomy teaching 

system to improve the teaching of human anatomy. Hoffman et al. [20] applied VR technology to build a 

teaching system called Anatomic VisualizeR to aid in the teaching of clinical anatomy. Brenton et al. [21] 

believed that VR simulates the spatial relationship of human body structure, so a web-based virtual system 

of human body structure was designed to aid in the teaching of human anatomy. Bang et al. [22] proposed 

a new interaction technology based on infrared sensors and user postures not only to enable users to apply 

their intentions and actions to virtual life directly but also to increase user interest and sense of immersion. 

On the other hand, popular examples of desktop VR systems are video games that present the non-

immersive system based on a screen containing only 3D display without any interaction [23]. 

In addition to education, training refers to either functional or skill training, including training in the 

school and the workplace. For example, in a fire disaster prevention course, Wang and Lin [24] used VR 

devices as a learning tool to develop a digital game as learning material for disaster prevention education 

and adopted the experiential learning cycle as a theory for improving learning effectiveness and 

motivation. Moreover, in some studies, researchers took full advantage of VR to examine whether users 
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were exposed to a 3D VR wherein they can walk around and behave in a real world for conducting 

experiments related to food decisions [25]. In recent years, more and more empirical studies have been 

conducted on the effects of VR games in higher education, especially in learning programming in VR. 

For example, Pierre et al. [26] suggested that learning in VR games not only positively motivates 

students’ learning attitude in higher education but also positively improves college students’ learning in 

computer programming. Gallego-Duran et al. [27] created PLMan, a Pac-Man-like game to help students 

control a Pac-Man-like character using Prolog programs for correcting the problem in the Computational 

Logics course. They inferred that PLMan instantly gives the students visual and statistical feedback on 

their performance. Additionally, the effects of using PLMan in Computational Logics were 

overwhelmingly positive for programming education.  

 

2.2 Studies on Cognitive Styles and Programming Learning  

 

Cognitive styles refer to the habits and traits exhibited by individuals while performing problem 

solving, thinking, cognition, understanding, and information processing among other types of cognitive 

behavior. An individual’s cognitive style is constant and stable, cannot be drastically influenced by 

factors of time or environment, and can be observed through individual learning [28]. Kelly [29] believed 

that individuals are just like computers. They have different characteristics of receiving, storing, and 

processing external environments or events. When faced with a problem, individuals actively interpret 

and construct a set of theories or hypotheses for prediction and control. When individuals are stimulated 

by the outside world, they will transform their internal processes into explicit behavior through sight, 

hearing, and thinking. This transformation process is related to and consistent with the human cognitive 

structure [30]. Messick [31] believed that the cognitive style is the individuals’ preferred way of 

organizing/processing information and experience. It is a neutral personality trait that is stable and 

difficult to change, affecting all behaviors of an individual in his or her daily life. In terms of general and 

education research, “field dependence/independence” is used as the classification standard for cognitive 

style. According to [32], field dependence (FD) is defined as “the extent to which a person perceives 

parts of a field analytically” (p. 275). On the other hand, they defined field independence (FI) as “the 

extent to which a person perceives part of a field as discrete from the surrounding field as a whole” (p. 

275). Through this criterion, how learners reconstruct information in the learning environment based on 

the information they find can be observed [33]. 

Liu [34] conducted research on the relationship between cognitive style, emotional intelligence, and 

problem-solving ability. Likewise, [34] found that individuals’ problem-solving abilities vary as a result 

of different cognitive styles, and that students who are field-independent do not necessarily have superior 

problem-solving skills compared with field-dependent students. Hung [35] found in the research on 

personality traits and effectiveness of programming learning that learners who tend to think positively 

and uniquely have better learning outcomes in object-oriented programming learning. Such learners also 

perform better in interpersonal relationships with high level of achievement. On the other hand, prudent 

behavior and programming performance are significantly related. Therefore, factors such as logical 

thinking and personality traits will affect the learning effectiveness of programming. In a recent study, 

the authors [36] proposed an eye-controlled interactive reading system (ECIRS) instead of the use of the 

traditional mouse-controlled interactive reading system (MCIRS) to support screen-based digital reading. 

According to the analytical results of the experiment, ECIRS improves the reading comprehension of 

field-independent learners compared to field-dependent learners [37]. Currently, Kholid et al. [38] 

showed differences in critical thinking skills in terms of cognitive styles in solving mathematics 

problems. Subjects FI fulfill all of the critical thinking aspects such as interpretation, analysis, evaluation, 

inference, explanation, and self-regulation. Subjects FD fulfill only a number of indicators in critical 

thinking aspects. Yusnaini et al. [39] found that the performance of independent field students is higher 

than dependent fields in answering unfamiliar types of questions on accounting. Nonetheless, there is no 

difference in performance between the two cognitive styles when faced with familiar types of questions 
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2.3 Studies on Gender Difference and Programming Learning  

 

In terms of learners’ cognitive processes and programming skills, gender difference is one of the most 

discussed topics. The findings of [40] showed that men perform better than women in computer-related 

tasks. Other research studies [10, 41] also suggest that, for computer learning, men also exhibit higher 

confidence, attitude, experience, and enthusiasm compared with women. Still, some studies suggest the 

opposite view, pointing out that there is no significant difference in programming performance between 

men and women (e.g., [42]). For instance, Lai [43] conducted a study of teaching different programming 

languages to elementary school pupils and concluded that gender difference did not influence the 

children’s learning achievement. 

Recently, eye-tracker has been frequently used as an aid to process human physiological signals. For 

instance, Lin et al. [12] used eye-tracking technology to explore gender-related differences in terms of 

finer programming cognition. The study concluded that there is no significant difference between the two 

genders in terms of gaze fixation ratio in each program region. It is worth mentioning that this research 

further obtained the fixation data for sequence analysis, outlined that there is relevance in the switching 

among different ROIs, and then speculated on the participants’ cognitive processes during program 

understanding and debugging. This sequence analysis reveals that men are more accustomed to writing 

down numbers, but further calculation process is necessary for women to complete recursive debugging, 

further suggesting that women may have slightly less capability in mental arithmetic, working memory 

space, and problem solving. The results obtained by [12] show that achievements are not consistent in 

terms of the programming performance of different gender but remain rather inconclusive; hence the 

need for further investigation for a more comprehensive view. In addition to the previous study, the 

authors of [44] used eye-tracking as an objective measure to examine children’s learning processes of 

coding during block-based programming activities. The study found no statistically significant 

differences in gaze and learning gain between the two genders during coding activities. Quite 

interestingly, however, this qualitative research shows that there are significant differences in the 

implementation practices during coding. Moreover, the study sheds light on objective evidence that 

women students do not lack competence compared to their men counterparts. Instead, they simply have 

a different approach to the execution of coding activities. 

 

2.4 Studies on Eye-Tracking Technology and Program Debugging 

 

Crosby and Stelovsky [45, 46] were the earliest researchers to use eye-tracking technology in program 

reading and understanding in order to explore the relationship between cognitive styles, individual 

differences, and code reading patterns. The research also tried to understand the different paths of eye 

movement by novice and expert participants when they were trying to understand the program algorithm. 

The results showed that, when reading the binary search algorithms, experts focused more on the 

meaningful regions in the source code and the complex narratives, whereas novices focused more on 

annotations and comparisons. Both novices and experts paid little attention to keywords that are reserved 

words which identify a syntactic form, and there was no methodological difference in terms of strategies 

for reading. Because the study only provided the codes to participants, however, no static or dynamic 

visualization of the code was introduced. Other research—by comparing experts and novices—found that 

experts spent less time scanning the program before finding bugs than novices, and that experts focused 

on fixations over ROI to a greater degree whereas novices viewed program code lines more widely [47]. 

Program debugging is a fairly complex cognitive process and is defined as a systematic, thoughtful 

process of identifying program errors and using problem-solving strategies to locate and fix their cause 

[48, 49]. The subject needs to understand not only the rationale of the program but also its structure [50], 

not to mention that it is a time-consuming, mentally demanding task [51]. Thus, for beginner 

programmers, debugging is a burdensome and challenging task [52]. Some researchers [53–55] chose to 
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integrate screens with program editing software with eye-trackers to identify the mode of switching 

among different regions (code display region, program category correlation visualization region, and 

output result display region) or the difference in times of fixation and fixation duration among different 

regions when experts and novices were using editing software to debug and understand the codes. The 

results showed that, when it comes to program debugging or program understanding, the data for novices 

are significantly higher than those for experts in the program category correlation visualization region in 

terms of how many times of fixation are recorded or how long the fixation duration is. Moreover, experts 

had significantly higher frequency of switching among the three ROIs than novices; thus showing that 

experts are more active in understanding and integrating information among the three ROIs than novices. 

Due to the small number of samples in this study, however, it is slightly insufficient in terms of 

statistical verification. To solve the problem of insufficient sample number, [12] performed sequence 

analysis by using the fixation information obtained to illustrate the relevance in switching among the 

ROIs, and then speculated on the participants’ cognitive process during program understanding and 

debugging. The results showed that low-performance students may have less working memory, leading 

to frequent computing and recording behavior and consequently to lower mastery of program knowledge. 

On the other hand, the understanding/debugging method of high-performance students is more logical, 

and they have more extensive programming knowledge. Thus, they have better command of the methods. 

Moreover, men are more accustomed to recording numbers, whereas women need to perform more 

calculation while carrying out recursive debugging and possibly have slightly insufficient mental 

arithmetic ability, working memory, and problem-solving ability. 

Other studies also apply eye-tracker for data collection in order to generate rich information for 

mediating the relationship between students’ programming education. For example, Obaidellah et al. [56] 

reported a survey study on the use of eye-tracking in computer programming. The research points out 

that program comprehension and debugging are two research interests that have gained the most 

popularity in recent years [56]. On the other hand, Sun and Hsu [57] implemented an eye-tracking 

scaffolding system that tracked the eye movements (i.e., fixation positions and durations) of learners to 

evaluate their attention level by providing just-in-time hints as they worked on programming tasks. In 

another study, the authors [58] explored the influence of eye movement modeling examples on program 

comprehension and program reading in a classroom. In this study, researchers recorded the eye 

movements of an expert programmer when programming. The video was then used as a model example 

to help novice engineers improve their program comprehension and program reading competence. 

According to empirical studies, the results all indicate significant improvements in terms of the novices’ 

program comprehension competence. 

 

3. Research Methodology  
 

In this study, a self-made VR eye-tracker was used as the instrument. The VR eye-tracker collected 

and recorded the eye movements (quantitative data) of the participants with a view to exploring the 

differences in visual attention under the immersive experience of VR as they perform the program 

debugging assignment. 

 

3.1 Participants  

 

In this study, a total of 40 university students (27 men and 13 women) with average age of 20.6±3.2 

years (range, 19–23 years) who have taken C++ programming language course(s) for at least 1 year at a 

department of information science in Southern Taiwan were recruited as participants. The participants’ 

cognitive styles were determined using the results of the cognitive style scale, Group Embedded Figure 

Test (GEFT) revised by Witkin et al. [59] as the data collection tool. The mean or average score 

distinguishes the cognitive style of a participant; participants who scored high are the FI type, whereas 
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those who scored low are the FD type. After the participants were divided into two groups, the experiment 

on VR eye-tracking for program debugging was performed. In this GEFT test, the average score of the 

GEFT was 8.2 points, and the standard deviation was 6.4 points. As recommended by [59], the cognitive 

style was distinguished by plus or minus one half of one standard deviation of the mean. Therefore, in 

this study, a GEFT of 11 points or higher means that the participant is FI (n=16); a score of 5 points or 

less means that the participant is FD (n=16). Those who scored 6 to 10 points are intermediate students 

(n=8).  

 

3.2 Stimuli  

 

The Unity 3D development tool was used to create three VR programs for provision to participants in 

this study: iterative structures, recursive call structures, and function call structures. In each question, 

three or four grammar or semantic errors can be spotted. The task for the participant is to identify those 

errors without seeking help from the program editing software or any other form of aid. Participants then 

need to control a handheld controller to answer the question. To prevent scenarios wherein the participant 

simply guesses the answer from the name of the variables, variables were all named after simple symbols, 

with the ROIs divided according to the functions of the program [12], e.g., variable declaration, loop 

condition judgment formula, functional program operation, function call, etc. The definition of the ROIs 

was based on the recorded video output, and such definition process was conducted only after the formal 

experiment. The red box represents the ROIs that need to be defined after the experiment and their names. 

Fig. 1(a) shows the VR classroom scene of the first program in the question. Fig. 1(b) presents the ROIs 

defined in the first question. The header file was defined as ROI1. The variable declaration in the main 

program and input/output functions were defined as ROI2. The conditional statement of the loop was 

defined as ROI3, and the if/else conditional expression was defined as ROI4. The first program has three 

bugs designed based on common misconceptions and difficulties. 

The VR classroom scene of the second program is shown in Fig. 2(a), whereas Fig. 2(b) presents the 

ROIs defined in the second question. The header file was defined as ROI5. The variable declaration in the 

main program and input/output functions were defined as ROI6. The multiple subroutine call was defined 

as ROI7. The output of the main function was defined as ROI8. The variable declaration in the multiple 

subroutine was defined as ROI9. The if/else conditional expression in the multiple subroutine was defined 

as ROI10. The recursive call was defined as ROI11, and return in the recursive function was defined as 

ROI12. The second program has three bugs designed based on common misconceptions and difficulties. 

The VR classroom scene of the third program is shown in Fig. 3(a), whereas Fig. 3(b) presents the 

ROIs defined in the third question. The header file was defined as ROI13. The variable declaration in the 

main program and input/output functions were defined as ROI14. The change subroutine call was defined 

as ROI15. The output of the main function was defined as ROI16, and the operating area of the change 

subroutine was defined as ROI17. The third program has four bugs designed based on common 

misconceptions and difficulties 

 

3.3 Design  
 

The experiment design of this study was based on two different human factors: cognitive styles and 

gender. C++ program debugging was applied in the experiment, with VR eye-tracking technology 

adopted. The experiment aimed to explore the difference in cognitive process when participants debugged 

the program. In order to achieve such aim, the study divided 40 participants into two groups (FD and FI) 

according to the cognitive style scale, GEFT. The participants were asked to browse the original codes 

of the C++ program. During the browsing process, the eye movement data was recorded by a VR eye-

tracker. The collected data were then analyzed and contrasted to determine whether different participants 

(with different cognitive styles and of different genders) showed significant differences in visual 

behavior. The variables in this experiment design and their relationships are shown in Fig. 4. 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. VR class scenario and defined ROIs of the Q1. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. VR class scenario and defined ROIs of the Q2. 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3. VR class scenario and defined ROIs of the Q3. 
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Fig. 4. The relationship between variables. 

 

3.4 Instruments  

 

Based on the objectives of this study, two instruments were used to proceed with the experiment: GEFT 

and VR eye-tracker. 

 

3.4.1 Group Embedded Figures Test  

The GEFT used in this study was proposed by Witkin et al. [59] to measure learners’ cognitive styles. 

This scale divides participants into FD and FI types. The GEFT is a speed and accuracy test, with a total 

of 8 simple pictures and 18 complex figures. A participant needs to find the simple figure specified in the 

title hidden in the complex figures. Participants must complete the tasks within the allocated time. The 

GEFT scores are calculated based on the number of correct answers, each of which is translated into one 

point with 18 as the highest possible score. Using the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula, the split-half 

reliability estimation of the scale has been determined to be 0.82 [59]. The higher the score is, the more 

the participant’s cognitive style tends to be FI; a lower score means the participant is more FD. 

 

3.4.2 Virtual reality eye-tracking 

A self-made “VR eye-tracker” was used in this research. Attached to the tracker is an extra mini 

microscope to record images and video clips. The microscope was especially installed to record the 

condition of the pupils via infrared LED light. The screen update rate is 30 frames per second. The 

microscope lens was integrated into the VR device and was adjusted until it can capture the pupil 

movement properly. An image of the self-made VR eye-tracker is shown in Fig. 5. This eye-tracker is 

compatible with the Windows operating system. Before the VR eye-tracker began to record, a 5-point 

calibration would be performed first to make sure the eye movement of the participant is accurately 

recorded. After the participants have adjusted the VR eye-tracker to a proper, comfortable position with 

the assistance of the researcher, the researcher would then give instructions to guide participants in 

finishing the calibration without moving their heads too much. 

 

 
Fig. 5. VR eye-tracker equipment. 
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3.5 Procedure  

 

Similar to other eye movement experiments, the experiment of the present study started with 

precautions and instructions. The experimental instructions (in Chinese) were provided to the participants 

for them to know the procedure. Then, before the VR eye-tracker started recording, a 5-point calibration 

procedure must be performed so that the system can accurately track the eye behaviors. After assisting a 

participant in properly putting on the VR eye-tracker, the researcher then helped the participant complete 

the 5-point calibration procedure while reminding the participant to avoid moving his or her head as much 

as possible. While performing the calibration procedure, the participant was performing a saccadic eye 

movement; thus, the eyes moved quickly in the same direction and with the same amplitude. In order for 

the eyes to gaze on the stimulus, the central fossa of the retina was aligned at the same position. 

Sometimes, however, there were still some incidents of misalignment, especially during the first few 

times of fixation. Without binocular coordination, saccades caused different fixation scenarios and 

consequently affected the reading process. In such cases of divergence, binocular calibration must be re-

established [60]. The VR eye-tracker calculated the coordinates on the screen corresponding to the 

rotation angle of the eyeballs according to the calibration result. After calibration, the official experiment 

can be performed. During the experiment, the participant can freely move his or her head. After every 

debugging task, the participant used the handheld controller to answer the question interactively for each 

program. 

 

3.6 Data Collection  

 

During the experiment procedure, the participant was asked to view C ++ codes via VR device. In 

addition to using the built-in eye-tracker to record the eye movement data, the participant needed to use 

the handheld controller to operate the experiment and choose the answers to the questions. After viewing 

all the questions in the experiment, the computer (notebook or tablet) connected to the VR eye-tracker 

will automatically export the eye movement data of the participants. The exported data were video files 

and text files. The video files (.wmv) were used to define the ROIs, and the text files (.txt) were the eye 

movement data of the participants. After the collection of eye movement data, the initial compilation of 

information was carried out with two supplementary tools of the eye movement analysis software—

dynamic ROIs tool and fixation calculator tool—as shown in Fig. 6. The VR dynamic ROIs tool mainly 

helps the researchers define the ROI, whereas the fixation calculator tool automatically processes the ROI 

when the ROIs overlap. This can avoid potential errors in the data analysis process. The definition process 

steps of ROIs are as follows: 

1) Import the recorded VR video file (.wmv) into the dynamic ROIs tool software. 

2) Execute the recorded VR video file after importing. 

3) Left-click and drag to the frame to be analyzed and release the mouse button to complete the 

definition of ROI. 

4) Repeat the previous step according to the fixation calculator tool rules. After all the ROIs in the 

entire file have been defined, the ROI information can be utilized for analysis software. 

 

In this study, the eye movement data and analysis software were used to collect the participants’ visual 

attention data. The indicators below and SPSS for Windows 22 were then used to conduct a one-way 

ANOVA analysis in order to examine whether participants with different cognitive styles and of different 

gender show significant differences in visual attention when they were asked to debug VR programs. The 

time unit of eye movement indicators is millisecond (ms). 

• Latency of first fixation (LFF): The length of time that lapses since the participant first entered the 

defined ROI when the participant was debugging a program. 
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• Duration of first fixation (DFF): The duration of fixation when the participant was debugging a 

program, starting from the participant’s first fixation in the ROI. 

• Total fixation duration (TFD): The total time during which the fixation point fell into an ROI when 

the program was debugged, including the time of first fixation and all succeeding fixations. 

• Fixation counts (FC): The total number of fixations wherein the fixation point fell into a certain 

ROI when the participant was debugging the code. The number of fixations reflects the importance 

of this particular ROI. A higher number indicates that this ROI is more important to the participant, 

or that it can provide more clues. 

 

 

Fig. 6. The system framework of VR eye tracker analysis software. 

 

3.7 Data Output  

 

Participants are asked to view the C++ codes shown on the VR device during the experiment. Apart 

from recording the eye movement data with the eye-tracker, participants are also required to answer the 

questions by the handheld controller. After viewing all three questions, the notebook or tablet computer 

connected to the VR eye-tracker will automatically produce the eye movement data. The output files 

include a video clip and a text file. The video (.wmv) is used to define the ROIs, and the text file (.txt) 

includes the eye movement data. 

 

3.8 Data Analysis  

 

In the present study, the participants’ eye movement data was collected via the eye-tracking instrument 

and eye movement visualization analysis software. Differences in visual attention during the debugging 

task were highlighted for thorough analysis and comparison. In addition, the four common eye movement 

variables used in visual behavior analysis were the LFF, DFF, TFD, and FC in each ROI. 

According to the collected eye movement data, the study sought to find out whether there is any 

difference in the participants’ visual attention to the VR programs. Thus, the present research raises the 

following three key hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 1 (H1): The gaze sequence of participants would be in turn in ascending numerical order of 

ROIs during the debugging task for each program. 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): The biggest gaze capacity of all types of ROI to hold the participants’ visual attention 

would be the type indicated by conditional or logical statements during the debugging 

task for each program. 

Hypothesis 3 (H3): Different participants’ TFD and FC would exhibit significant differences during the 

debugging task for each program 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 

In the experiment procedure of this study, the visual eye movements of a participant were 

instantaneously projected on the VR screen connected with a computer to determine the participant’s 

visual behavior. The VR eye-tracking snapshots of the experiment procedure are shown in Fig. 7. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. The snapshots screen of the experimental procedure. 

 

 

4.1 Differences in Visual Attention among Different Cognitive Styles  

 

This study analyzed the eye movement data of participants with different cognitive styles (16 FD and 

16 FI participants) as they read questions of program design, in order to explore the differences in visual 

attention among individuals with different cognitive behaviors. The eye movement indicators analyzed 

and compared in this study are as follows: LFF, DFF, TFD, and FC of each ROI (Tables 1–6). 

According to the eye movement data in Tables 1–3 and the results of ANOVA, as participants read the 

three programming questions, FD and FI individuals exhibited different visual behavior based on the LFF 

data as they followed different fixation sequences. Therefore, H1 was rejected based on the results of 

LFF. In addition, in terms of participants with different cognitive styles and viewing of ROIs, there 

appeared to be no significant differences in LFF. According to the DFF data, the FD and FI participants 

both hold the attention of ROI8 for the longest durations in the second question, whereas the relative 

capacity of all types of ROIs differed by cognitive style in the other two questions. Therefore, H2 was 

partly supported based on the results of DFF. The ROI to which the participant paid attention showed 

differences in visual attention. In addition, no significant difference can be observed in the DFF of 

participants with different cognitive styles. 

 

Table 1. LFF and DFF of Q1 for each ROI among different cognitive styles (unit: ms) 

 
LFF DFF 

FI (n=16) FD (n=16) FI (n=16) FD (n=16) 

ROI1 18738.57 22391.00 503.64 215.57 

ROI2 23290.42 22049.21 338.83 304.57 

ROI3 38514.67 21474.00 260.78 346.43 

ROI4 33943.00 21583.25 117.71 270.50 
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Table 2. LFF and DFF of Q2 for each ROI among different cognitive styles (unit: ms) 

 
LFF DFF 

FI (n=16) FD (n=16) FI (n=16) FD (n=16) 

ROI5 122030.90 143721.63 158.30 129.88 

ROI6 132729.89 160340.13 184.67 161.50 

ROI7 128485.83 163431.14 47.67 259.57 

ROI8 93261.60 176898.60 526.60 692.80 

ROI9 95666.67 197176.80 177.33 184.00 

ROI10 142419.88 159275.67 397.00 202.67 

ROI11 115511.83 166100.00 213.17 361.67 

ROI12 113656.60 167863.50 175.60 176.50 

 

Table 3. LFF and DFF of Q3 for each ROI among different cognitive styles (unit: ms) 

 
LFF DFF 

FI (n=16) FD (n=16) FI (n=16) FD (n=16) 

ROI13 182831.91 292716.67 314.55 159.67 

ROI14 225174.25 280495.25 145.13 191.75 

ROI15 230607.75 362115.50 197.75 351.50 

ROI16 225711.40 362067.00 187.20 384.50 

ROI17 215834.80 246518.00 389.00 128.00 

 

According to the data in Tables 4–6 as well as the eye movement data analyzed by ANOVA, individuals 

with different cognitive styles exhibited no significant differences in TFD in the debugging behavior of 

the three questions. Therefore, H3 was rejected based the results of TFD. Based on the comparison of 

TFD in different ROIs, however, individuals with different cognitive styles were found to have exhibited 

inconsistent data for all ROIs in the second programming question, but the TFD of FI participants was 

longer than that of the FD participants in all the other ROIs (in the other two questions). According to the 

ANOVA results, in the debugging behavior of these three questions, there was no significant difference 

in the FC of individuals with different cognitive styles. Therefore, H3 was rejected. According to the 

comparison of ROIs in all programming questions, however, the FC of FI participants was higher than 

that of the FD ones. 

 

Table 4. TFD and FC of Q1 for each ROI among different cognitive styles (unit: ms) 

 
TFD FC 

FI (n=16) FD (n=16) FI (n=16) FD (n=16) 

ROI1 283084 121048 3007 1193 

ROI2 86108 71864 1155 690 

ROI3 78935 48222 950 672 

ROI4 63702 31010 651 370 

 

Table 5. TFD and FC of Q2 for each ROI among different cognitive styles (unit: ms) 

 
TFD FC 

FI (n=16) FD (n=16) FI (n=16) FD (n=16) 

ROI5 89592 54259 962 537 

ROI6 55331 21116 537 207 

ROI7 7342 12730 123 99 
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TFD FC 

FI (n=16) FD (n=16) FI (n=16) FD (n=16) 

ROI8 20141 37987 270 183 

ROI9 47853 8276 551 133 

ROI10 86106 5958 723 122 

ROI11 85066 8593 609 181 

ROI12 20772 8351 222 135 

 

Table 6. TFD and FC of Q3 for each ROI among different cognitive styles (unit: ms) 

 
TFD FC 

FI (n=16) FD (n=16) FI (n=16) FD (n=16) 

ROI13 86185 26597 877 259 

ROI14 41175 15930 440 111 

ROI15 11980 11699 177 79 

ROI16 25596 24932 202 189 

ROI17 42024 17271 339 302 

 

4.2 Differences in Visual Attention by Gender 

 

This study analyzed the eye movement data of participants by gender (22 men and 10 women) as they 

read three programming questions in order to explore the differences in visual attention among 

individuals with different cognitive behaviors. The eye movement metrics analyzed and compared in this 

study are as follows: LFF, DFF, TFD, and FC of each ROI (Tables 7–12). 

According to the eye movement data in Tables 7–9, men and women followed different sequences of 

fixation as they read the three programming questions based on the LFF data. Therefore, H1 was rejected 

based on the results of LFF. According to the DFF data, man and woman participants both hold the 

attention of ROI8 for the longest durations in the second question, whereas the relative capacity of all 

types of ROIs differed in visual attention by gender in the other two questions. In the DFF of participants 

by gender, no significant difference can be observed by the analysis of ANOVA except for ROI11 in the 

second question (F(1, 30)=8.81, p<0.01, ηp
2=0227). 

 

 

Table 7. LFF and DFF of Q1 for each ROI among different gender (unit: ms) 

 
LFF DFF 

Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) 

ROI1 19900.67 22557.14 398.48 243.00 

ROI2 29503.50 11611.80 435.25 136.60 

ROI3 49536.38 12582.38 267.38 329.13 

ROI4 50091.25 17652.71 142.75 190.71 

 

Table 8. LFF and DFF of Q2 for each ROI among different gender (unit: ms) 

 
LFF DFF 

Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) 

ROI5 129758.60 141234.33 159.73 75.33 

ROI6 143697.54 152305.50 210.00 56.00 

ROI7 165021.86 126630.00 191.71 126.83 
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LFF DFF 

Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) 

ROI8 135363.60 134796.60 739.20 480.20 

ROI9 154257.67 126867.60 250.50 96.20 

ROI10 166940.50 134500.67 279.00 378.50 

ROI11 126959.00 135082.33 90.67 348.67 

ROI12 102171.50 139933.40 327.50 115.20 

 

Table 9. LFF and DFF of Q3 for each ROI among different gender (unit: ms) 

 
LFF DFF 

Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) 

ROI13 210434.08 292716.67 294.17 204.50 

ROI14 266080.25 280495.25 214.88 52.25 

ROI15 350132.67 362115.50 383.33 114.67 

ROI16 336959.67 362067.00 276.00 219.25 

ROI17 253142.00 246518.00 152.50 442.00 

 

According to the eye movement data in Tables 10–12 and the results of ANOVA, no significant 

difference in the TFD data can be observed as participants of different gender read the three program 

questions. Therefore, H3 was rejected based on the results of TFD. According to the comparison of TFD 

of ROIs in the three programming questions, however, man participants had longer FD than woman ones 

except for ROI12 in the second question and ROI17 in the third question, where woman participants had 

longer FD than their man counterparts. 

 

Table 10. TFD and FC of Q1 for each ROI among different gender (unit: ms) 

 
TFD FC 

Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) 

ROI1 369683.00 34449.00 3743 457 

ROI2 96899.00 61073.00 943 902 

ROI3 37227.00 89930.00 346 1276 

ROI4 31999.00 62713.00 226 795 

 

Table 11. TFD and FC of Q2 for each ROI among different gender (unit: ms) 

 
TFD FC 

Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) 

ROI5 136462.00 7389.00 1410 89 

ROI6 63142.00 13305.00 558 186 

ROI7 13337.00 6735.00 114 108 

ROI8 48525.00 9603.00 287 166 

ROI9 34547.00 21582.00 343 341 

ROI10 72383.00 19681.00 501 344 

ROI11 66161.00 27498.00 382 408 

ROI12 9423.00 19700.00 63 294 
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Table 12. TFD and FC of Q3 for each ROI among different gender (unit: ms) 

 
TFD FC 

Man (n=22) Woman (n=10) Man (n=22) WOman (n=10) 

ROI13 98369.00 14413.00 911 225 

ROI14 47066.00 10039.00 358 193 

ROI15 11890.00 11789.00 63 193 

ROI16 39570.00 10958.00 207 184 

ROI17 25935.00 33360.00 172 469 

 

In the FC of different gender, except for ROI3 (F(1, 30)=8.59, p=0.01, ηp
2=0223) in the first program, 

there appeared to be no significant difference. Therefore, H3 was partly supported based on the results 

of FC. According to the comparison of FCs in all ROIs, however, man and woman participants yielded a 

less consistent set of results. 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
 

This study used VR technology to design a virtual classroom scene and the 3D rendering of C++ source 

codes. Through the integrated application of eye-tracking technology to VR technology and by analyzing 

the eye movement data, the study explored the visual behavior as participants viewed the C++ source 

codes in the virtual classroom scene. Although VR and eye-tracking technologies were not new, 

participants could utilize the integrated VR eye-tracker to conduct dynamic behavior analysis as they 

immersed themselves in a VR classroom scene. The results of this study can serve as an important 

reference for the development of the virtual classroom as follows: 

According to the LFF data, participants with different cognitive styles showed different sequences of 

fixation, and there was no significant difference in viewing ROIs between the FI and FD groups. Based 

on the DFF data, there was partly significant difference in participants’ visual fixation when viewing the 

ROIs of the three programs between the FI and FD groups. 

According to the TFD data, there was no significant difference in the TFD of participants with different 

cognitive styles. In terms of ROI, participants with different cognitive styles yielded inconsistent data in 

the second programming question; in all the other ROIs (in the other two questions), the fixation duration 

of FI participants was consistently longer than that of the FD ones. According to the FC data, there was 

no significant difference in participants with different cognitive styles. Nonetheless, the comparison of 

ROI showed that FI participants had higher FC than FD ones in each ROI in the three program questions. 

According to the LFF and DFF data, there was partly significant difference in the participants’ visual 

fixation when viewing the ROIs of the three programs by gender. 

Based on the comparison of TFD of ROIs in the three program questions, man participants were found 

to have had longer FD than woman ones. Moreover, based on FC data, less consistent comparison results 

were yielded between man and woman participants when viewing the ROIs of the three programs. 

In the present study, we developed a self-made, low-budget VR eye-tracker for eye movement data 

visual analytics because there was lack of market-oriented equipment for the integration of eye tracking 

into VR HMD. However, the low-cost VR eye-tracker for interaction purposes was adequately used in 

this study. In the future, a professional VR eye-tracker will become a means of exploring the benefits of  

advanced analysis techniques for real-time analysis in the field of VR environment.. 
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